This term in Visual Arts we are creating and making artworks based on the theme:

The 2016 Rio Olympics

As the Olympics will be televised starting August 5th, students will begin to enquire as to what all the hype is surrounding the Olympics. For many of the students watching and following, the Olympics may be a brand new experience. Through all the excitement students will have the chance learn about the ceremony, events and the host country.

Therefore, Term Two will be a fantastic time to prepare the students for the upcoming Olympic Games.

This experience will also help students understand:

- Who the famous Brazilian artist Romero Britto is and the style of art he creates
- What cultural dress, food or animals are symbolic to Brazil
  - The Olympic games and events participated in,
  - As well as team work and collaboration (just like the Olympics!)

Introducing our Brazilian artist for the term, Romero Britto!
GRADE 5 & 6

...will create Britto inspired name banners. They will complete their creations by researching Romero Britto artworks, developing ideas and refining their chosen designs. Students will then move onto creating a fruit hat on their own photograph that carefully considers arrangement and scale.

GRADE 3 & 4

...will start with an exploration of colour and patterns that are symbolic to Brazilian artist Romero Britto. Using the research completed on Britto styled they will then design a Britto inspired uniform for the 2016 Rio Olympics Opening Ceremony.

GRADE 1 & 2

...will use teamwork and cooperation to complete collaborative pieces. This collaborative piece will be a giant replica of a Britto artwork called ‘Children of the World’. This will include students making their own patterns and colour choices by participating in a group discussion.

PREP

...will learn that a pattern is repeated design. They will practice simple shapes to improve their control with pencil, texta and paint. With what they learn they will then individually create a unique pattern of their choice to make a beautiful gymnastic ribbon artwork.